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A Single Bed-Room.

houses are old, but I had to marvel at the im-
provement brought about by the use of modern
Uttings. The cream scheme of decoration and the
bath with polished black slate panels give these
bathrooms almost a luxurious appearance.

Having noticed how the work had been
lightened for the upstairs staff wherever possible,
I was anxious to see for myself what had been
done " below stairs." —

I was taken there without a moments hésita-
tion, and found in these quarters the same ap-
pearance of cleanliness, every corner looked spick
and span. Some of the structural alterations
pointed out to me, were undertaken for the
special purpose of adding to the comfort of the
staff, which goes to prove that every care has been
taken in this respect.

My description would not be complete if I
did not say a few words about the Office. We get
a glimpse of it from the entrance, and a very
pleasant room it is, just the room where a pro-
Spective guest would make a reservation straight
away; it lias that " inviting " atmosphere.

This ended my very pleasant visit to the

" Foyer Suisse," and before 1 (dose I would like
once more to mention two points which very
much impressed me. There is tirst of all a cleanli-
ness apparent which'extends over all parts of the
buildings, and hand in hand with it goes an at-
mosphere of cheerfulness caused by a really
artistic decoration scheme.

I have not the slightest doubt that the com-
fort of the guests has been studied in every de-
tail, the service is extremely efficient and unob-
trusive, and every reasonable improvement has
been made to simplify the work of the staff, to
whom every consideration is shown.

A very welcome, fact, especially for -Swiss
visitors is, that they can converse in •' Kcliwi-
zerdiitseli " and French both with the waitresses
and chambermaids.

Casting a glance back over the Lounge on
parting from my aimable guide I noticed a
general look of contentment on the faces of the
guests who were taking their coffee, and this is
undoubtedly a-proof that they are happy and com-
fortable at the " Foyhr'Suisse," I would be happy
too. where I to staf there if still a bachelor.

A corner of the Reading and Writing Room.

A FINE FRENCH AND AN AUSTRIAN FILM
AT THE ACADEMY CINEMA.

After an exceptionally long run of the mag-
nilicent Austrian film "Maskerade," the Academy
Cinema follows this success of the Continental
film art with two tine new productions from the
Continent. One of them is a French film inter-
pretation of Yicki Baums novel " Hell in
Frauensee," published in England as " Martin's
Summer" and rechristened in France " Lac Aux
Dames." The film has an exquisite setting, all
the acting taking place in the Tirolean Alps.
Erich Hell, the hero of the novel, who is poor as
a church mouse, but fascinates all the ladies in
his position as a swimming teacher, is beautifully
interpreted by Jean Pierre Auniont. The lovable
character of I'uek, the wilful (laughter of the
eccentric baron, half child half woman somewhat
after the manner of Elisabeth Bergner, is most

delightfully acted by Simone Simon. The whole
film is inspired by a romantic conception which
is sure to appeal to the heart of any audience,
even of those who do not understand French. If
the romanticism is on occasions overdone, such as
in connection with the, for our time, absurd
reticense of the youth about his being too poor
to marry a rich man's daughter, this is the fault
of the author rather than of the production.

Apart from this full length French film the
Academy Cinema is showing the same programme
an excellent 30 minutes " short," interpreting in
an original manner Heinrich von Kleists classical
comedy " Der zerbrochene Krug." It is done in
German by a Viennese company directed by Ernst
Angel and it has been awarded a prize of high
distinction at the International Sound-Film Com-
petition in Vienna of 1934.

Dr. D.

ENGLAND — A MODEL?
By Dr. I). Schiniilek.
1. C re// /.v »1/ f/ieor.//.

For some time, accounts of economic improve-
ment have been coming from England and this
news news has been eagerly seized by the infla-
tionists in other countries. In their opinion, the
favourable effects of the English currency depre-
dation have at last materialised. This view has
apparently been spread designedly by England.
The English press is always asserting that the
Sterling Bloc is in the ascendancy, while the
countries of the Gold Bloc, according to English
views, are languishing economically. Thus, the
gold countries are encouraged by England to go
off the gold standard and to join the Sterling
Bloc. It seems to be mainly the English banking
world that is anxious for this to happen, as the
English industry could have no interest in recom-
mending the abandonment of the gold standard
abroad, seeing that this would increase inter-
national competition and render export more diffi-
cult. The English banking world would, on the
other hand, have an interest in the gold countries
following the English example, for if the gold
countries maintain the gold standard, the almost
illimited confidence the English hanking world
has been enjoying up to now will be greatly
lessened and probably a large part of the inter-
national credit and insurance business will go to
countries which have proved reliable for creditors.

Nothing must, of course, transpire in the
English press; the course followed by England
must on the contrary be commended to other
countries as the road to recovery. Thus the
" Economist " has recently published a special
Supplement written by Sir Henry Strakosch and
entitled the " Road to Recovery " and this road
to recovery is. of course, the depreciation of the
pound which lnts given a new upward impulse to
the countries of the Sterling Bloc. The gold
countries on the other hand are depicted as having
got themselves into such a position, by adopting
a so-called " defiatory policy," that prices and
wages have driven each other lower and lower,
without ever reaching a state of equilibrium. It
is the sitzte stor.v that has been told to us at home
by those who initiated the demand for a referen-
dum regarding measures to deal with the depres-
sinn. The lowering of prices must lead to a re-
duction in wages, and a lowering of wages must
in turn lead to a fall in prices, so that finally
things get into a vicious circle. With this method
of reasoning wages and prices should eventually
drop to zero when everything would be obtained
for nothing, which would not be such a bad con-
dition of affairs. If, however, this state of things
is not attainable, equilibrium between prices and
wages must be reached somewhere, in spite of all
predictions to the contrary, and will be reached.
Of course, it is not possible to say beforehand
what will be the point where equilibrium will be
attained ; if it had been known, there would have
been no crisis. During the period of boom it was
also not known beforehand 11]) to what point
lirices and wages would rise, but they rose until
the purchasing power flagged, and during the de-
pression, they have to drop until actual purchas-
ing power, not created by Government action,
arrests the dropping prices. In the case of most
raw materials it is plain that this point lias al-
ready been attained and in the case of many manu-
factored goods too; this point would probably
have been reached more or less everywhere if cur-
renc.v depreciations, increase in tariffs, hindrances
of all kinds to trade had not rendered the sale of
so many goods on the World market more and
more difficult.

The fact that the gold countries have not yet
reached a state of equilibrium between production
and consumption, gives the English the pretext
of pointing out the apparent lack of success of the
so-called deflation policy; they, however, wisely
keep quiet the fact that their inflation policy has
failed still more completely in attaining its object,
seeing that the latter was, as attested sufficiently
often by the leading Statesmen of England to
bring about a general rise in prices and to get rid
of unemployment. As a result of the drop in
prices, the English industry had ceased to he able
to work on a profitable basis and it was desired
to eliminate artitically through the depreciation
of the pound the drop in prices. It had plainly
been reckoned that a depreeiatioon of the cur-
renc.v by 20 to 25% would lead to a general in-
crease in prices to the extent of the same percent-
age, in the depreciated currency, so that work
would be restored to a profitable basis. This has.
however, proved, to be an entire miscalculation
both in England and America. The prices have
not improved by a long way, to the extent that
had been hoped ; tlie.v have, in great part, re-
mained stationary and have even in a few in-
dustries dropped still further. On the basis of
pure calculation, a depreciation of the currency
by 40% should lead to a rise in prices of about
70% so as to reach once more the former gold
value. When compared with Switzerland, whole-
sale prices have up to now only risen by about
15% in England and by about 30% in the United
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States, above the lowest level and retail prices
have lagged far behind.

It has been forgotten in England and
America that the prices cannot rise generally,
as long as the consumer has not increased
income required for paying higher prices.
Before the depreciation of the pound, the
English consumers could spend about (i

million £ daily for their needs. With the
present level of the English currency they should
be able to spend for the purpose 10 million £;
the fact is, however, that they have not got this
increase in income of 4 million £ as the majority
of the English consumers have no greater incomes
in pounds with a value of fifteen francs than
formerly in pounds with a value of twenty-five
francs. The prices have to adjust themselves to
the purchasing power ; that is why retail prices
in tlie depreciated currency always lag behind so
much. It is true that the depreciation of the
pound gradually forces up the average price level
but it is impossible to compel the consumer to pay
at the same higher prices for all goods ; this is just
the impossible condition that the English and
American currency policies have aimed at. It is
not surprising that they have failed in attaining
this object.

It is quite right for Sir Henry Strakoscch
to say. in the Supplement of the " Economist "
referred to, that the task during the period of
depression, is to restore once more a tolerable
relationship between cost and prices; this task
cannot, however, be made as easy as had been
thought in England and America. The heads of
Issuing Banks cannot order-about prices at their
pleasure. I'rices do not drop out of malice or
temper. They do not drop either at the behest
of speculators. They fall because production has
exceeded the demand. The copper mines of the
World have now the facilities to produce - million
tons of copper yearly, while copper consumption
is about 1 million tons. This disparity cannot he
conjured away by currency depreciation. It can
only be removed by closing down the mines where
the working costs are too high, while the cheapen-
ing of copper would at the same time give rise to
an increase of consumption, until demand and
supply come in line.

What can be said of copper also applies to all
other goods and commodities that have dropped in
price owing to an excessive supply; this has been
the case for nearly every one of them. In the case
of alb these goods and commodities industry is
faced with the same problem, that of restoring a
state of equilibrium between production aiid coli-
sumption. This work of adjustment may, to the
theorist, seem to be a small matter ; it is in fact,
at the present day, the most delicate and difficult
task that the leaders of Industry have to deal
with. The English and American depreciation
policies are an attempt to circumvent the nearly
infinite difficulties attached to this task, by a de-
preciation of currency.

2. Luc/,- o/' .s-uccc.v.s- o/ Hie i/c/iieriV/Hoii o/ Hie
/:-»//«'/ iu coiMiccfiV/« ir/Hi c.rpor/.s-.

The most notable result of England's attempt
to avoid the trying process of adjustment by
resorting to the apparently much easier course of
currency depreciation may well be said to have
been the drop in exports. From 192!) to 1931, the
English exports fell from a value of £729 mil-
lions to £389 millions. The English goods were
too expensive for the foreign market. It was
thought that they could apparently be generali*
cheapened by resorting to the depreciation of the
pound and that exports would thus rise again.
With the renewed expansion of the export trade,
unemployment that had reached serious dimen-
sions would disappear once more. The expecta-
tion was so general that the abandonment of the
gold standard created nearly throughout the eoun-
try a feeling of great hopefulness. Now things
were going to take a turn for the better.

This expectation — and this cannot be re-
peateil sufficiently often — has, however, proved
entirely fallacious. Even the people who figure
themselves that the pound at 15 Francs is still the
same as that at 25 Francs cannot show that cur-
reucy depreciation has brought any appreciable
benefit to the English export trade. First of all,
the exports dropped still further in 1932 to £365
millions and only rose once more in 1934 to £396
millions. The English exports had apparently in
creased by 8% as compared with 1933. The
average value of English money had, however,
dropped by exactly 8% as compared with 1933.
The statistics of the League of Nations give, in
fact, for 1934 a further drop of English exports.
If the difference between gold pound and paper
pound is neglected, the increase in exports se-
cured by England, by depreciating its currency
by 40%, is H% as compared with 1931. This
calculation is, however, illusory. If the value of
English exports for 1934 is converted into gold, it
will he found that exports have yielded to Eng-
land not £240 to £250 millions, but a third of what
they brought her in 1929. On this basis, England
has, during the last five years, suffered a heavier
loss in exports than gold countries; this is con-

firmed by the statistics of the League of Nations,
as well as by the developments in connection with
English shipping. The tonnage of the English
ships engaged in overseas trade amounted in 1929
to 68.7 million tons; in 1931 it was still 58.3 mil-
lions and in 1034 it was o6.1 million tons. The
English shipbuilding industry has learnt with
dire results to itself, how little the depreciation
of the pound could help exports. In 1929, new
ships to the value of 390 million Francs were built
in English yards for customers abroad; in 1931,
the corresponding figure was still 217 million
Francs, »but in 1934 it was only 27 million Francs

In the case of most of the other principal
English exports, things have not been quite so
bad, though they have beenjbad enough. In 1929,
England derived a revenue of 1,215 million
Francs from coal exports; in 1931, the figure was
807 million Francs, and in 1934 497 million Swiss
Francs. The value of exports of cotton goods
reached, in 1929 about 3,4t)0 million Francs, in
1931 about 1,320 million Francs and in 1934, only
920 million Francs. The English exports of ma-
chinery amounted to 1,350 millionFrancs in 1929,
to about 770 million Francs in 1931 and to about
510 million Swiss Francs in 1934. It is often
contended that the Englisn prices should he ex-
pressed in a currency that has not changed in
value, and this may be true insofar as the inland
trade is concerned, as the purchasing power of the
pound sterling in England is much higher than
abroad. In foreign countries, however, the Eng-
lishinau receives, as a rule, not more for his
money than it is worth and it would be deceiving
oneself, if one took the pound sterling of trade
statistics as hard cash. How immensely rich
Germany should have been, if the millions she
received for her exports in the years of inflation
had been genuine money, while, on the contrary,
that country has been weakened financially still
more by these exports below actual cost. A conn-
try is not enriched by the exports, but by the
value it obtains in return for the exports. When
this counter-value floes not cover actual costs,
exports mean the plundering of the national
wealth and are still plundering even when this
is covered by a depreciation of flic currency and
shifted on to the creditor and the saving public,
through-out the country

Probably England sells al the present very
many of its most important exports below their
actual cost. During the last weeks preceding the
abandonment of the gold standard the price of
coal at Newcastle was 17/7(1. at pithead, thus
about 22 Swiss Francs.per ton; at the present
day. it is only 11 Swiss Francs per ton. Seeing
that even with the former price of coal the Eng-
lisli coal industry was not being worked very
profitably, how is it possible .that coal can at the
present day be supplied at half the price? Before
the abandonment of the gold standard, English
iron was quoted for at about 72-73 Francs per
ton, while it is now supplied for 50-51 Francs per
ton. There are no known technical improvements
that could account for such a huge price reduc-
tion. In the case of the very important export
article, namely, white cotton cloth, which in 1929
England was still exporting to the value of 750
million Francs, the average price obtained was
375 Francs per cwt. in 1929, 264 Francs in 1931
and only 170 Francs in 1934. England was still
exporting in 1929, raw cotton thread to the value
of 463 million Francs and the average price ob-
tained was Frs. 3.16 per pouïtô : in 1931, the value
of exports was still 231 million Francs, with an
average price of Frs. 1.90 and^in 1934, 135 mil-
lion Francs, with an average price of Fr. 1.15 per
pound. No doubt in many cases, there has been
a change in consumption to inferior qualities; it
seems, however, unlikely that the price of staple
articles, in the case of which it is not so easy to
effect savings on manufacturing costs, could have
been lowered to such a very great degree. It is
more than probable that these prices expressed in
a currency that has not ehfThged in value, would
be found to be prices, involving a loss.

With a currency changing in value, it is mi-
fortunately impossible to ascertain definitely
what prices are necessary to cover actual costs,
as such a currency enables .the exporter to shift
the losses on prices involving a loss on to other
classes of people, such as creditors, shareholders,
suppliers, workers and staff, who have to pay
higher prices for goods, credit and labour, than
they are worth on the World.market. Thus, the
exporter, who buys and sells at the same time
may be in pocket, but his export business is a loss
for the industry of the country as a whole. On
the other hand, England has undoubtedly forced
down the prices of its foreign suppliers through
the depreciation of the pound and even toplay
the prices are still being forced down very con-
siderably. How greatly this forcing down of
prices has been felt by our watch industry which
even now carries on a large trade with England
is shown by the fall in prices in the case of the
most important item of its exports, namely,
nickel wrist watches, from Frs. 4.77 each in 1931
to Frs. 2.64 in January 1935. The nickel pocket
watches intended for the English market have in
fact dropped from what was even in 1931 the

incredibly low price of Frs. 2.30 each to Frs. 1.19
in January of this year. Those Swiss people, who
would wish to bring about in their country a de-
preciation of currency, in order to prevent a
forcing down of prices, can thus see that the de-
preciation of currency would precisely lead to
the worst depression of prices.

Traiis?aHo/i o/ on ui'He/e -iw Hie " Yei/e
Zi'ire/ier Zei7/i/ii/ " o/ Hie 20Hi and 21## ,11are/i,
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A LECTURE BY MR. MITTELHOLZER.
We have pleasure in announcing that Mr.

Walter Mittelholzer, the famous Swiss airman,
has kindly offered to deliver a lecture at King
George's Hall, Caroline Street, Tottenham Court
Road, on Monday, April the 15th, at 8.15 p.m.

Mr. Mittelholzer will describe his flights to
Spitzbergen, Persia and Africa, illustrating his
lecture by numerous lantern slides. He will also
speak on the.development of civil aviation in Swit-
zerland, with particular reference to the new
•• »S'jcf'ssa/r " Line operating between Swiss air
ports and London. The lecture will be in Eng-
lisli.

Our Minister, Mr. C. R. Paravicini, has
kindly consented to be present and to introduce
the lecturer to the audience. Admission is free
to all Swiss, but the lecture is too technical to
be of interest to children.

Ci7,i/ »S'iei.s-.s C/iib.
Niri.v.v J/ercewiH/e Noc/eH/,
YoureHe tS'ocucH' 7/c/rcHguc,

EDITOR'S POSTBAG.
7'o Hie Editor o/ Hie »S'tn'ss Obscurer.

27th March, 1935.
Dear Sir,

We acknowledge receipt of your letter of the
25th inst. enclosing a letter of one of your readers
to which we beg to reply as follows :

The question of smoking in our Douglas
planes was carefully studied before making the
allowance. However, basing upon experience
made by other Air Companies using the same type
of aircraft (in the P.S. for example) and con-
sidering that the cabins are fitted throughout with
non-inflammable materials, it was considered
safe to allow smoking.

The petrol tanks are lodged in the wings,
excluding the possibility of fuel fumes drawing
into the cabin, as was the case with earlier types
of machines. The cabin is excellently ventilated,
each passenger lias his own ventilation.

We may add that for instance on board of
Junkers planes operated by the Deutsche
Lufthansa smoking is also permitted since about
two years, with good experience.

We trust by these explanations to dissipate
your reader's doubts in this matter.

Yours faithfully,
" Nll'/NN l//.' "

Swiss Air Traffic Co. Ltd.

GOOD TAILORING
always scores.

Better fit, better cloth and
better workmanship mean
better value for your

money.
Suits from GflS. to 8

Gns., but you get value for
every penny you pay. Mr.
Prichett is well-known to
the Swiss Colony. Ask to
see him. A SPECIAL DE-
PARTMENT FOR HOTEL
UNIFORMS. Compare our

prices.

W. PRITCHETT
183 & 184, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W. I.

2 mins. from Swiss Mercantile School.

Established 1874.

G. BRUSCHWEILER
MgA C/ass ßafcAers, Afanu/^acfurers anc/

£tporfers o/" a// Ai'nc/s o/" 5uiiss Z)e/iAatessen.

SPECIALISTS IN CUTTING AND
PREPARATION OF ALL MEATS
IN THE CONTINENTAL STYLE.

BRATWURST, SERVELAS, WIENERLI and
FRANKFURTERS FRESHLY MADE DAILY.

Manufacturers of the Celebrated

PUREIItKiFOODS

06faina6/e //irougTiouf Lonc/on anc/ f/ie Provinces,
/nsisf on G.ß. Liner Sausage anc/ 6e sa/rs/Vec/.

Phone: museum 0800. 27, Charlotte St., W.l
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